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About This Game

Magma Chamber is a puzzle-based action game about a slime escaping a lab inside of a volcano. Each area of the lab presents
new puzzles and different challenges for you to overcome.

Each level has three objectives: Clear each tile, collect the children of slime, and get to the exit.
Completing all of the objectives will take strategic thought, as a single wrong move could end your chance to clear each tile or,

even worse, could end your life.

Each zone has its own boss fight that will push the limits of your ability, each with their own unique puzzles that you must
complete to move on.

Final product features will include

3 unique worlds

Puzzle based boss fights
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Title: Magma Chamber
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
IndieKeep Games
Publisher:
NedoStudio
Release Date: Apr 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8 or 10

Processor: 1.2GHz processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 8-compatible graphics card with at least 32MB of video memory

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 250 MB available space
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I can't believe how Relaxing, Elegant, Graceful, and colourful this game really is. I really dont know how to discribe this game
and put into words for you. But I am just really enjoying it so far, the music is pieceful, Elegent and beautiful. The Lumini are
very cute, until I loose 1 to a beast then I feel a bit moved and want to cry. The sounds they make are just ever so cute and
adorable. Look I am just enjoying this game, and have no regrets buying the Deluxe Edition, I feel I have earnt it.

http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=511970031

This game certainly is not like Hero of Many, it has its own unique style and it plays really well with the Xbox Controller. I am
really enjoying this game so much more than when I played "Hero of Many", but again they are very differant games, and this
game Lumini is so much more prettier as well.

( So please as people have done, dont compare "Hero of Many" and " Lumini" as they are both unique and differant ).

http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=511970145

I can only say that I am very impressed with this game so far, from what I have seen and played of the game so far.

If your a fan of cuteness, elegences, pretty and relaxing games with pieceful and graceful music, then this game is a great
addition to your library. All I can say is the store page and youtube footage shares a much better picture than I can share.

Bottom line is Im really loving this game, it has plenty of pretty and cuteness in it, and this I really enjoy greatly in a game :)

http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=511994671

Great job making this game.

 Developers : Speelbaars. In short, genuinely entertaining, and a fun watch. Personally, I really enjoy this series; there's drama,
comedy, suspense, action, romance, more comedy - all rolled into a generic fantasy setting. The series bucks some of the fantasy
trends, whilst sticking to others doggedly. Given this, some of the scenes that would otherwise be predictably trite turn out to be
very entertaining when they completely counter your expectations. JourneyQuest keeps you guessing, and in so doing, it holds
your attention quite effectively.

This is a very easy series to like. It doesn't pretend to be anything it "isn't". That said, I suppose it really doesn't need to. It is
quite unique and strangely endearing in its writing and execution. I would say it's quite incomparable to anything else out there.
Absolutely worth a watch. Nice one Zombie Orpheus. You done good.. This game is amazing and it really taps you into nonstop
terror! Congrats guys! This is my favorite horror game! I hope to see more games in the future by you guys to see what else you
can create! I would Really recomend getting this game!. This game looks good but you will soon find out it is just a polished
turd.
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Dont waste your time as you will not be able to finish it or want to finish it after the buggy, awkward hell you have to put up
with to play it. I had memories of the origianl, which i loved and had high hopes for this when it came out, but soon found out
memories should remain in the past. This was a nightmare. Awful controls that sometimes work and sometimes dont, i use a
Xbox controller for pc so i expect it should, to dreadful voice actiing and a glitchy mess that didnt allow me to load a save once i
hit experience level 15. i gave up only to try again recenlty thinking maybe things have changed.
They havent. All problems are still there, including not being able to load anything once i hit level 15! uninstalling now in
frustration as i dont expect ubisoft will fix anything, i mean why fix a game nobody wants to play?! ths best thng they could do
is remove the POS from the store to prevent others from buying it. but they wont so im tell you DONT BUY THIS. Youll regret
it.. Another one in the long tradition of good games ruined by their final levels, where in the name of a difficulty spike you stop
having to rely on figuring out how to beat the stage to just mindlessly repeating the same thing over and over until you can get
the right timing. It's a shame, really.. Very in depth and complex. You can change so much the possibilities are endless.. lmao i
cried. wow. this is a truly horrendous waste of time and effort. delete. Ehh. It's an interesting concept, but not terribly well
executed. There's only the one ship, and as far as I can tell only the one strategy of missile spamming for dealing with fighter
swarms. The 6 missions are done in under an hour. Voice Acting is annoying (just random phrases from a small pool). Biggest
problem in the end game is that you have black cross hairs against a dark background.
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Nostalgia aside, this is simple, straightforward and fun sidescroller with a good dose of clean humor on the side. Worked
without a hiccup on my computer too, thanks to the pre-set up DOSbox. Glad I finally got to finish it after all these years.

If you're playing it and you get stuck, just remember you can bring up the hostage radar by pressing R.. The 25th Ward: The
Silver Case is a great game, but in many ways it is inferior when compared with the first game. The sequel has less impact and
less exciting characters and scenarios. It also feels a bit less crazier, which admittedly can be both good and a bad thing. But
despite these shortcomings, The 25th Ward: The Silver Case definitely stands on its own. A lot of times, nothing makes sense
and that's ok. If you just let go and enjoy the ride, you are in for a one hell of a trip. 4\/5

Pros:
 - Looks fantastic
 - The soundtrack is excellent
 - Hella stylish
 - Funny
 - Weird
 - The final ending made me snort and laugh like the village idiot
 - Some chapters are so good. YUKI is one of the best VN experiences I have had.
 - Kuroyanagi's foul mouth

Cons:
 - Some chapters are kinda ehhh
 - Gameplay is still awful
 - Seriously, the puzzles are so bad
 - Not enough Kuroyanagi. Wow! What a great value! A fun, flexible, engaging, multiplayer-capable bullet-hell. Worth every
penny and more. Gift a copy to all your friends immediately!. awsome dlc , next step Stalingrad :p. amazing PT like.. for early
access? I am having FUN playing that game,I have to say, I have played a little amount of horror games, but that one? The best
one I have played. I really recommend that game for every horror game lover, brony, pegasis and people that just want to play a
good horror game.. Easily the best powered armor simulator on the market, mostly due to it being the only one on the market to
my knowledge, so do yourself a favor and pick this forgotten Looking Glass Studios game and mourn the fact that it never
caught on to the extent that System Shock or Ultima Underworld did.
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